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Dear readers,

eDLP – DEVELOPMENT ADVANTAGES IN E-MOBILITY

As the world’s leading developer of technologies for electric vehicles,
FEV stands for innovation and forward-looking solutions. With the
completion of our new eDLP (abbreviation for e-endurance testing
center), the world’s largest facility for development and testing of
high-voltage batteries for passenger and commercial vehicles, we
are proving to our customers and partners once more that this
claim is true. In this issue of SPECTRUM, we are therefore turning
our focus on our new facility, located in Sandersdorf-Brehna in the
triangle formed by the cities of Halle, Dessau, and Leipzig in the
German state of Saxony-Anhalt.
On the following pages, we will introduce you to the pioneering
technologies at the eDLP, which is designed for all standardized and
client-specific development and testing requirements for high-voltage battery systems. We will explain abuse tests, which probe the
limits of battery cell, module, and pack durability. In an article on
environmental testing, we will reveal what factors are conceivable
regarding environmental requirements and can have an effect on
our customer’s batteries. Examples include extremes of heat and
cold, penetration by water and dust, and rock impacts.
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This issue describes other capabilities of the eDLP in the areas of
endurance and mechanical testing. They include (country-)specific
functional, performance, and service life testing. In this context, we
will highlight another advantage of the eDLP for customers: the
extreme flexibility in its ability to execute a large number of tests
meeting potentially demanding requirements. This issue also discusses the extraordinary shaker, which is incomparable in terms of
size and range of thermal capabilities from -40 °C to 90 °C.
We hope you enjoy reading these articles and we look forward to
offering utilization of the eDLP as a key advantage in your development projects.”

Professor Stefan Pischinger
President and CEO of the FEV Group
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Interview

INTERVIEW

AN INTERVIEW WITH
CHRISTOPH SZASZ AND
HANS-DIETER SONNTAG,
MANAGING DIRECTOR
OF FEV EDLP GMBH
FEV has been developing and testing battery cells,
modules, and packs at its own R&D centers since
2008. Just recently, FEV built another facility online,
the eDLP. What were the reasons for doing that?
Christoph Szasz: For many years, FEV has had an outstanding network of
partners who help carry out validation on large numbers of components
in the area of module and pack testing during battery development
projects. However, that capacity was no longer sufficient for the steadily
increasing number of projects. The eDLP was the logical conclusion to,
first of all, close the expanding gap between the need for testing and
the availability of testing facilities on the market and, secondly, position
ourselves as an integrated partner for every necessary type of validation
for high-voltage batteries and their components.
Hans-Dieter Sonntag: On top of that, FEV can take its experience and
expertise in the development of conventional drive systems and very
easily contribute them to centers specialized in testing. For example,
FEV’s endurance testing center (known by its German abbreviation
“DLP”), which opened in 2008 and has been an absolute success, is
proof of that. We now hope to repeat that with the eDLP.

How big is the eDLP site, and what range of
services do you provide there?

Dr.-Ing. Christoph Szasz
(left) and Dipl.-Ing.
Hans-Dieter Sonntag
in the eDLP
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Hans-Dieter Sonntag: On a total area of 42,000 square meters sit two
buildings of 12,000 and 3,500 square meters. They house 69 systems
that allow us to offer virtually any kind of test typically required by a
vehicle manufacturer’s high-voltage battery development plan. That
covers the entire range from functioning to functional safety, crash
safety, total reliability, transport safety, performance, and useful life.
Testing also includes, of course, issues of troubleshooting, for both
intact and damaged batteries.
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Interview

 N OUR TEST BENCHES, WE CAN
O
OFFER TESTING ACCORDING TO EVERY
COMMON STANDARD IN MAJOR MARKETS
SUCH AS EUROPE, ASIA, AND IN THE U.S.
IN ADDITION, WE FULFILL SPECIAL
CUSTOMER REQUESTS.

What makes the facility so special internationally?
Christoph Szasz: First of all, the wide variety of tests offered in combination with its size.
Then, our 24/7 model of operation also makes it unique. We perfected that approach in
the area of engine endurance testing and developed it further on the basis of the special
requirements for environmental and abuse testing. Our customers appreciate that offering
because it helps them shorten their development times considerably.

Dipl.-Ing. Hans-Dieter Sonntag (left) and Dr.-Ing. Christoph Szasz

What sorts of customers are interested in the eDLP,
and what benefits do you provide at the location?
Hans-Dieter Sonntag: We essentially support any customer who develops or manufactures batteries for vehicles or even stationary batteries – regardless of size. We are a
one-stop shop for a full range of services. That means we ensure rapid development and
a high level of reproducibility for our partners.
Christoph Szasz: However, many of our facilities can also be used for products outside
the world of batteries and vehicles. I am not only referring to our electric test rigs, which
can be used to test other components of an electric drive, but also to our offerings in the
area of environmental, mechanical, and abuse testing. They have far-reaching applications.

What standards can be covered with the options at the eDLP?
Hans-Dieter Sonntag: On our test benches, we can offer testing according to every common standard in major markets such as Europe, Asia, and the US. We are currently working
on comprehensive DIN EN ISO 17025 accreditation so that we can offer testing relevant to
homologation before the end of this year. In addition, we fulfill special customer requests.

What aspect of the facility do you find most exciting?
Christoph Szasz: Of all the test rigs, I like the shaker the most. Besides that, I am mainly
impressed with the employees. They helped us accomplish this ambitious task by building
this one-of-a-kind testing facility for our clients in a relatively short time.
Hans-Dieter Sonntag: Absolutely. I have to agree with that. I, too, am very proud of our
team and what we have created here together. From an engineering standpoint, I am
impressed with not only the shaker, but also the combination of high-tech performance
testing, battery life testing, and abuse testing in one location.
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You mentioned the shaker.
What is so special about it?
Hans-Dieter Sonntag: The shaker can generate shocks at
over 30 G’s, that is, 30 times the force of gravity. That is extreme.
Equally impressive is its performance in terms of the size and
weight of the test items that can be placed on it. The system’s
complexity, of course, is also nothing to scoff at. After all, the
shaker can simulate a dynamic trip though different climate
regions of our planet, all the while examining the effects of
mechanical, climate-related, and electrical stress.

Sustainability concerns not only mobility
but also, of course, the development work
performed to that end. How do you all ensure
sustainability at the eDLP?
Christoph Szasz: We use a wide variety of technologies for
sustainable operations. For example, we run the facility almost
completely off of renewable energy. We accomplish that with
the power produced by a 12,000-square-meter photovoltaic
system on the roof of the eDLP, which we then feed to our testing
systems. Furthermore, it was designed to be extremely efficient.
For example, we use a central refrigerating plant to supply
our testing chambers with cold air. That saves us as much as

15 percent electricity compared to using multiple units spread
out around the facility. To purify the exhaust air from our bunkers,
where we are constantly causing offgassing and fires, we have
installed an exhaust smoke scrubbing system to filter out and
neutralize potential pollutants that can be created during testing.

The eDLP has very extensive capacities
and options for development and testing.
Nevertheless, is a future expansion being
planned or prepared for?
Hans-Dieter Sonntag: Although we have launched a huge
facility, we can tell that the need for testing capacity will continue to grow. We are prepared and have factored in the ability
to expand. Specifically, we will be able to erect another building
of even larger size on the site in a short time, thereby scaling
up our capacity by a factor greater than 2.5. If, going forward,
there are new requirements placed on testing or development
strategies, we will be able to respond quickly and with tremendous flexibility.
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Overview

OVERVIEW

eDLP – THE WORLD'S LARGEST
DEVELOPMENT AND TEST CENTER
FOR HIGH-VOLTAGE BATTERIES

Performance- and
electrical testing

Find out more
about the eDLP
edlp.fev.com

Environmental and
mechanical testing

BUILDING NO. 2

BUILDING NO. 1
Performance- and electrical testing,
environmental testing, mechanical testing,
workshops, tear down area,
warehouse, offices

REFRIGERATION
PLANT

Fire hall, 4 bunkers,
preparation area,
workshop

GAS SCRUBBER

WAREHOUSE

69
Building 1: approx. 12,000 m
Building 2: 3,500 m²
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2

Testing area with
54 climate- and temperature chambers,
8 chambers for environmental testing, shaker for
mechanical testing, 5 chambers for abuse testing,
workshop for battery tear down
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Abuse Testing

ABUSE TESTING

RUNNING THE GAUNTLET
OF EXTREME CONDITIONS

A

buse testing focuses on the limits of endurance of
battery cells, modules, and packs. How does a test
item respond to short circuits, mechanical stress,
or fire? Considering the high safety requirements,
especially when it comes to approval and homologation, the
need for testing capacity has soared dramatically worldwide.
FEV took these developments into account as soon as it started
planning its new battery development and testing center (eDLP)
and created a unique infrastructure for every kind of abuse test.
A separate wing encompassing 3,500 m2 of floor space was built

for the testing rooms, including prep areas and workshops, to
ensure testing that is safe and harmless for employees and the
environment. The building’s dimensions provide a generous
amount of space. The impressive fire hall alone, with a drop
tower and fire resistance testing system, measures 300 m2 in
area and 12 meters in height, allows both a variety of stress tests
and testing such as controlled burning of test items without
any restrictions on time or safety engineering. Four additional
bunker rooms with walls that are 350 mm thick and measure 8
x 8 x 8 meters offer permanently installed test equipment, for

example, a crusher, short circuit benches, and a pneumatic hammer blow test machine. All testing rooms in
the wing are connected to the state-of-the-art exhaust
smoke scrubbing system with a particulate matter filter
via enclosed systems in order to extract and purify the
air during the test and once the test is completed.
Thus, the eDLP allows a unique range of abuse testing,
furthermore homologation tests and certification according to international standards, and client-specific,

 HE CUSTOMER CAN
T
INCORPORATE THE
MEASUREMENT DATA
INTO SIMULATIONS AND
REDUCE REAL TESTS – AND
THUS TIME-CONSUMING
DEVELOPMENT LOOPS
PREPARATION AREA
WORKSHOP

4 BUNKERS
FIRE HALL

	Building No. 2
for abuse testing
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Abuse Testing

freely programmable testing profiles. Upon request, the team
assists its clients with development, advises on specifications
for testing objectives and the appropriate test procedures, and,
if necessary, handles preparation of test items for individual
test requirements. Special tests can be set up when required.
The range of testing equipment includes:
 A system for internal pressure tests up to 7 bars
 A system for short circuits within a cell caused by
mechanical impact
 A crusher with 500 kN of force, test item recovery option
using a crane and basin in the test bench, expandable to
1,500 kN for whole-vehicle testing
 A fire resistance testing system with dual-track system and
a fixed assembly table for firing components, including
igniter, height-adjustable test item table with steel wire
bottom and a modular fire screen to cover test items of
different sizes

 Drop tower for heights up to 12 meters, for conducting
drop tests that also meet the Korea Motor Vehicle Safety
Standard (KMVSS), which require drops from an extreme
height
 A pneumatic hammer blow test machine for testing
components, test specimens of 1.7 kilograms, power
generation of 5 joules from a height up to 300 millimeters
 A system for conducting external short circuit tests with
five resistance benches that can be connected in parallel
and in series, insulated stainless steel benches, an infrared
camera, and two high-definition cameras

Thermal propagation
The thermal propagation test will play a special role with respect
to global standards of approval. According to GB/T 31467, the
test will be required for the Chinese market starting in 2021.
The test is performed by attaching temperature and pressure

Thermal propagation
resistant housing incl. sealing

Optimized and
thermal propagation
resistant E&E design

Heat barrier materials
between modules

TP venting concept incl.
particle absorption and
pressure compensation

sensors to the entire battery and placing it in a steel basin inside
the fire hall. Then a defect is simulated – with the aid of a nail
that penetrates the cell in a controlled manner, triggering an
internal short circuit, or by overheating the battery using previously attached heating plates. The measurement data, such
as electrical charge, pressure, and temperature, is recorded
throughout the duration of the test, and the test procedure is
documented with a system of cameras. This approach creates
a clear picture of how heat propagates around the damaged
cell and of the response times of other cells. The generation
of smoke and its effects on the functioning of the high-voltage
battery are recorded just like the functional integrity of the battery
cover. The test delivers not only a clear outcome – whether or
not the prescribed minimum duration of five minutes until gas
or fire escapes from the battery casing is adhered to – but also
information about every major factor leading to that result,
those being the stability and tightness of the casing’s seal as
well as the functionality of the venting units in the battery pack
and their correct activation under specific pressures.
The chain reaction of thermal propagation can also be caused
when moisture penetrates the battery casing, for instance
when the coolant system has a leak, and that triggers a short
circuit in a cell. The eDLP has the capability of performing an
appropriate test to evaluate that risk as well. In that case, the
rates of acceleration for a typical driving profile are simulated
on a test item under stress on a test bench. Moisture is gradually
allowed to penetrate, and the test item and the measurements
taken are analyzed to determine its functionality and/or possible
damage to it. The procedure is repeated multiple times at certain
intervals up to the maximum volume of coolant, even until the
battery system potentially fails or short circuits.

Omnidirectional flexibility
When conducting quasi-static experiments, the eDLP offers the
option of employing geometric and optical measurements.
Various camera and measuring systems can record in detail
what happens during the test. The customer can then incorporate the measurement data into simulations, thereby reducing
the need for real-world testing as well as the time-consuming
development cycles and costs associated with it.

Considering the rapid advancements in electric vehicles, the
experts at the eDLP predict that batteries could be used in
automobile production differently in the future. For example,
these components may be built into the vehicle body. The testing facility infrastructure has therefore already been designed
with a possible expansion to cover the entire vehicle in mind,
that is, testing operations with significantly larger assemblies.

Troubleshooting and diagnosis
In addition to conventional testing, an increasingly essential part
of the facility’s work consists of troubleshooting and diagnosis.
Why did a test item not react as expected? Why is a certain error
pattern occurring repeatedly, and what is causing that error? The
staff at the eDLP specializes in disassembling burnt modules
and batteries – taking every necessary precaution under the
guidelines for working on powered equipment – determining the
cause of the malfunction, and documenting it. FEV customers
can request this service separately, for instance after an accident
with a high-voltage battery, after an unsuccessful attempt in a
lab that is unable to perform troubleshooting itself, or when
an incident has occurred at a production facility. A mobile task
force of experts resembling a group of flying doctors will then
travel on short notice from the eDLP to where they are needed
to perform a diagnosis.

Storage and disposal
Last but not least, the center rounds out its range of abuse testing
services by offering to store destroyed test items once a defect
has been tracked down and the test report written. The eDLP
has separate storage rooms available for that purpose. At the
request of its clients, the team will also ensure that the items
are disposed of properly. That includes preparing a certificate
of destruction.

The eDLP’s capacity for abuse testing and safety testing is, moreover, not merely limited to high voltage batteries. The facility
can also be used to test other automotive components such
as headlights, electric engines, control units, charging stations,
vehicle body parts, plus test items from other industries, such
as medical devices and consumer electronics.

	Simulation technologies in combination
with a cascaded test approach to optimize
the design of high voltage battery packs
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Environmental Testing

ENVIRONMENTAL TESTING

ONE-OF-A-KIND
TESTING FACILITY
RECREATES
MOTHER NATURE

E

xtremes of heat and cold, flooding with water, penetrating dust, being hit by rocks – there are numerous
environmental factors that can affect the safe operation of a battery during its life cycle. Replicating
these effects at the eDLP takes up a lot of space. The center
contains a roughly 2,500 m2 section within the building with
enough capacity to meet every requirement of conventional
environmental testing.

	Climate chambers
with 2.5 m³ test
volume, temperature
range -40 to + 90 °C
and humidity range
10–98 % RH.

During the planning stage, the size and performance profiles
of each station and piece of testing equipment were designed
by FEV experts to allow maximum flexibility. To ensure
optimum cleanliness and, as a result, the highest-quality
testing, the test benches are situated in enclosed rooms
with appropriate air ventilation and purification systems.
At the end of the environmental gauntlet, dirty test items
are cleaned and dried in a washroom, making them ready
for further test cycles with no delay.
Environmental testing is conducted with a particular focus on
the safety requirements of Europe’s ECE R100 standard and
UN standard 38.3 regarding dangerous goods to prove that
the components can be shipped safety. Besides that, both
battery makers and vehicle manufacturers place importance
on how cells, modules, battery packs, and their casings
behave, especially when it comes to providing warranties.
The team of experts at the eDLP advises and supports customers in the specification of individual test objectives and
will handle development and, if necessary, performance of
suitable test cycles. The data from the troubleshooting and
diagnosis phase that occurs immediately afterward can be
incorporated into the customer’s development process. This
not only helps shorten virtual cycles of iterative development,
but it also reduces real-world testing, which saves both time
and money on the way to product maturity.
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	Climate Conditions
and Temperature
For mere temperature testing, the facility offers
a hot/cold cabinet with a capacity of 2,500 liters
for modules and relatively small high-voltage
batteries as well as three environmental chambers
measuring 22 m3 of usable volume each. They
can also hold up to four test items each. Inside,
uncharged batteries can be tested to determine
their behavior during a wide range of temperature
conditions between -40 °C and 90 °C and during
cyclical temperature fluctuations between -40 °C
and 60 °C. The chambers are versatile and can
be used for both specific environmental testing
and endurance testing. Environmental tests with
prescribed temperature and humidity profiles can
also be conducted on the 350-kN shaker with a
climate hood (a detailed description of this test
rig is found in the article titled “Endurance and
Mechanical Testing”).
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Environmental Testing

 Dip tank with salt or fresh water

Very large dip
tanks with 14 m3
of water!

Dip Tank
A technique known as water wading or fording, in which the underbody of the vehicle is completely submerged,
happens quite rarely in the actual life of a vehicle. However, in an emergency, for instance, when a driver needs
to cross a flowing river or a flooded underpass, the equipment must be absolutely dependable. At the eDLP,
these conditions are simulated in two high-walled and very large dip tanks (each 3,300 x 2,500 x 1,700 mm and
capable of holding 14 m3 of water), in which test items can be lowered up to one meter deep. The duration
of the test can be varied according to IPX7 specifications (30 minutes) or the client’s needs (from a brief dip
to as long as a day). Also depending on the client’s requirements, salt or fresh water can be used, and dust or
coloring can be added so that, when the casing is opened later, any points and paths of penetration can be
traced. Cameras can also be used during this test so that rising bubbles can be documented, which saves time
during troubleshooting.
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Splashing Water
One 22-m3 environmental chamber is also equipped with jet
nozzles. To simulate driving through a puddle of water in the
winter, the test item and its cooling system are generally heated
to temperatures between 60 °C and 80 °C. Five jet nozzles with a
total flow volume of five liters per second spray the test item with
ice-cold water (between 1 °C and 4 °C) or water containing sand.
In 100 test runs, the object is subjected to thermal shocks lasting
3 seconds per cycle. The test profile is also freely programmable
depending on the customer’s requirements.

Vacuum and Air Pressure
In the vacuum-temperature chamber measuring 16 m3, modules
and high-voltage batteries can be tested to determine their
durability under varying conditions of air pressure. This test
rig plays an important role in connection with certification of
batteries for shipping. For example, section 38.3 of the United
Nations Manual of Tests and Criteria of its Recommendations on
the Transport of Dangerous Goods requires, among others, one
test that simulates the ambient conditions in the cargo hold of
an aircraft at an altitude of up to 15,000 meters. The battery is
subjected to extremely low air pressure of 11.6 kilopascal for a
total of six hours at an average temperature of 20 °C and then
tested to determine whether it works.

Salt Spray
(Road) salt and its possible effect on batteries is the focus of
a total of four salt spray chambers. In a salt spray cabinet for
relatively small cells and modules as well as three walk-in salt
spray chambers with 16 m3 of testing volume, test items are
sprayed with a mist containing salt, and tests are conducted at
different temperatures and levels of humidity. The composition
and amount of the salt may vary depending on the client’s specifications. One of the 22-m3 salt spray chambers is designed for
corrosion testing under continuous operation. The test item is
subjected to temperature fluctuations and a salt spray for up to
eight weeks and then examined for signs of corrosion.

Seal Integrity
The tightness of the seal on a battery casing is tested in the
IPX rooms at the eDLP. When the IPX6 and IPX6K tests are set
up in accordance with ISO 20653, the test item is sprayed with
water pressure as high as 10 bars, to simulate driving through
the rain or splashes at various speeds. The chamber for IPX9K
testing simulates vehicle cleaning in a drive-through car wash or
using a pressure washer. Test items weighing up to 1,250 kg are
mounted on a rotating table and sprayed with hot water (from
75 °C to 85 °C at 80–100 bars) in 30-second intervals as they are
turned 360°. This is generally done to test only the tightness of
the casing’s seal. For that reason, dummy batteries are used to
save money. However, tests can also be conducted using fully
operational units.

Dust
Another seal integrity test according to IPX6K standards is performed in the dust chamber, where modules and batteries
are subjected to a simulated dust storm for several hours. The
extreme circulation of air with dust meeting ISO standards (Arizona test dust) mimics driving through the desert or operating
a vehicle on dusty terrain. Once the test is complete, the casing
and plug connections are examined for dust penetration and
the batteries thoroughly tested to determine whether they work.

Rock Impacts
The durability of casings and plug connections when subjected
to strong mechanical force is the center of attention in the test
room for simulating rock impacts. The multiple rock impact
tester works with standardized abrasives (chilled iron shot) and
can be adjusted to work at pressures of up to three bars. The
duration of the blast intervals can be adjusted as easily as the
angle at which the shot strikes the test item.

Who says you have to work
in a start-up to develop
breakthrough innovations?
Michael, Director, is responsible for developing a variety of
battery systems at FEV Europe. Using his entrepreneurial thinking,
he actively shapes this new and innovative technical field.

JOIN THE FEV TEAM
www.fev.com/careers
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Endurance and Mechanical Testing

ENDURANCE AND MECHANICAL TESTING

MARATHON, SHOCK
AND STRESS
FOR THE BATTERY
 Area for performance and electrical testing

B

attery development requires somewhere between 250
and 350 tests, and endurance testing makes up a large
portion of that number. Therefore, 54 out of the 69 test
systems at the eDLP are suitable for endurance testing.
In test chambers with three different volumes (800 liters, 2,500
liters, and 22 m3), the experts at the eDLP can realize tests for
individual cells, modules, or entire battery packs. Endurance tests
focus on different aspects. First, there are function tests, which
answer key questions related to the battery management system
(BMS) and storage cells. Does the system work as designed? Is the
BMS – the electronic “brain” of any high-voltage battery system,
so to speak – receiving the correct measurements of the status
of the cells, and is it sending the correct signals for requesting
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the necessary power? Then there are special performance tests,
in which the power of an entire high-voltage battery system is
examined. They are based on realistic power profiles that are
either supplied by the customer or recommended by FEV’s
engineers as part of development projects in order to validate
the performance limits of a high-voltage battery system. This
know-how, namely applying precisely the right power profiles,
also flows into the battery life tests. The challenge of those lies
in condensing the actual life of a battery (roughly 20 years of
operation, approximately 150,000 kilometers driven, and over
1,000 charging cycles) into a test program of about two years.
That is a complicated undertaking because the traction battery is used extremely dynamically in everyday operation and,

switching from mode to mode multiple times – from requests
for power of varying degrees while driving to recuperation during
slight braking, from permanently supplying power to auxiliary
equipment to recharging – whether connected to the charging
station at home or a rapid charger on the road.

Endurance testing in
the environmental chamber
Irregularities in the daily use of high-voltage battery systems
for automobiles, as well as variability based on season and
climate region, combine to make performance relative. This
is especially true when it comes to real driving range. The test

chambers at the eDLP can recreate any temperature and climate region – from a tropical rainforest to a desert to an Arctic
winter. Every test chamber can produce temperatures ranging
from -45 °C to 90 °C. That includes specific humidity and the
corresponding conditioning of the coolant. Some chambers
also enable dynamic changes, that is, endurance testing that
takes the batteries from the frozen zone of northern Canada to
the desert of New Mexico.
Such temperature changes are required for many specific tests
for development and type approval for serial production. The
temperature shock test examines the behavior of the high-voltage
battery system undergoing extreme changes in temperature.
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Endurance and Mechanical Testing

A powered thermal cycle endurance (PTCE) test simulates the
scenario of a battery that is being permanently operated under
load while the temperature is constantly changing. The damp
heat cycling test is carried out in multiple test runs at high
temperatures of as much as 90 °C centigrade and extremely
high humidity.

I N TEST CHAMBERS WITH
THREE DIFFERENT VOLUMES,
THE EXPERTS AT THE EDLP
CAN REALIZE TESTS FOR
INDIVIDUAL CELLS, MODULES,
OR ENTIRE BATTERY PACKS
This test is important especially for batteries that have to
withstand the extreme weather conditions in China. Since
the eDLP can carry out homologation-relevant tests for every
international automobile market, the endurance tests also
include country-specific testing. For example, the eDLP can
test according to specifications issued by the FreedomCAR and
Vehicle Technologies (FCVT) program within the US Department
of Energy’s Office of Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy.
The experts at FEV also know the specifications of the GB/T
standards (China) and KMVSS (Korea) like the backs of their
hands. Whenever a high-voltage battery system needs to meet
the ISO standards required for approval in Europe, the eDLP
can not only perform the necessary testing but carry out the
homologation process itself.

	Area for
performance
and electrical
testing

The battery does not need to be operating for every endurance test. Other procedures examine how the high-voltage
battery systems behave when standing still. A question that
was answered long ago regarding fuel tanks is now also being
investigated for batteries using storage and discharge tests at
the facility in Sandersdorf-Brehna. What happens when they sit
idly for extended periods? How quickly does a traction battery
lose its charge when not used?

Ideal infrastructure and operating
model for endurance testing
The advantages at the eDLP go beyond the sheer volume of
testing infrastructure, which is unsurpassed anywhere else in
the world. The facility’s flexibility in terms of its applications also
gives it a leg up on the competition, especially when it comes
to the extreme variety of requirements and endurance testing
capacity. Testing chambers can be retooled to meet the respective
demand on short notice and used for 48-volt batteries as easily

22

54

ys
Test s

as for 800-volt batteries. When charging, the range of
possible amperages goes from less than 100 amps to
1,200 amps. When more than one testing channel is
connected, test items can even be charged with 4,800
amps. Larger test chambers can house multiple modules or batteries for identical tests. The test chambers
are designed to operate at maximum efficiency. The
information generated by the tests, which, for the most

te m s

part, can be
run automatically once the equipment is set up, is collected
by the permanently manned
control station. If there are any difficulties,
the customers are notified immediately and
can respond with no loss of time.
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Endurance and Mechanical Testing

 Worldwide unique shaker

A 350 kN shaker,
unique in the world
and available
at FEV

The FEV engineers’ job is not done after the endurance tests
are completed. Depending on the development project and
customer’s instructions, the tests are followed by consulting
with an eye toward possible improvements. The large amounts
of data generated from the many test results enable the eDLP
to make further evaluations. For example, they can identify patterns when test items respond incorrectly on multiple occasions
during testing. Through big data analytics, the eDLP monitors the
indicators announcing a potential failure – valuable information
for predicting breakdowns.

Mechanical tests: the only testing
facility of its kind worldwide
The facilities for mechanical testing at the eDLP are unique in
every sense of the word. The center in Sandersdorf-Brehna is
home to what is currently the world’s most powerful shaker. The
impressive machine has a 20.5 m3 large climate hood, enabling
a test setup weighing a maximum of 3 metric tons, allowing
for a test item with a weight of 1.7 metric tons. That makes the
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testing machine suitable even for batteries used in commercial
vehicles. The test setup can be subjected to forces of as much
as 700 kN. This produces some impressive acceleration. A 100kg test item can be accelerated to 50 G’s (50 times the force of
gravity). Considering such forces, the shaker stands on its own
foundation, separating it from the foundations of the other
testing equipment at the eDLP. A temperature chamber can be
placed on top of the shaker, enabling combined mechanical
and thermal tests, the latter ranging between -40 °C and 90 °C.
The experts at the eDLP use the shaker to try out and document
all sorts of mechanical jolts on batteries or individual modules.
First, the tests include noise profiles, in which the battery is
stressed by means of continually changing vibrations. With
FEV’s expertise in test specifications, it is possible to test the
noise profiles that a battery is exposed to over the entire life of
a vehicle within only 30 seconds. Sine wave tests are used to
investigate regular vibrations. The shaker at the Sandersdorf
Brehna facility can perform those tests at a maximum frequency
of 2,000 Hertz. The sine wave test is a classic reference test such

as that prescribed for many standards and type
approvals. That includes the UN section 38.3 of the
United Nations Manual of Tests and Criteria of its
Recommendations on the Transport of Dangerous
Goods (UN 38.3). Another category is represented
by shock testing, which can be used to predict the
effects of real-world road conditions and incidents –
from potholes to minor accidents – on the battery.
Since the test item on the shaker can be moved along
more than one axis, the shock of a minor front-end
crash can be exerted on the high-voltage battery.
Another unique feature of the shaker at the eDLP is
that it can be supplied with current during any test.
This is especially helpful when conducting vibration
and shock tests in the climate chamber. Since battery
cells expand when under load and heat, the cells are
then under maximum mechanical stress.

Shaker (IMV SA50HM) with
Temperature Hood and 1,000 kW
Electrical Charging Power
A 350 kN shaker is available for mechanical tests
featuring a climate hood which allows object testing in ambient conditions from -40° C to 90° C.
A multi-channel battery tester with 600 V, 600 A
and a power output of 250 kW per channel as well
as the possibility to condition the battery coolant
from -40° C to 90° C indicate the systems unique
benefits.
Max. load 3,000 kg
Oscillation 76.2 mm (pk-pk)
	Force: Sinus 350 kN, noise 315 kN,
shock 900 kN, max. frequency 2,000 Hz
	Max. acceleration: Sinus 1,000 m/s²,
noise 700 m/s², shock 2,000 m/s²
	Shock test: 1,700 kg: 30 g 6ms,
100 kg: 50 g 11 ms
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CUSTOMER BENEFITS
One-of-a-kind infrastructure under one roof

ONE-STOP SHOP
FOR BATTERY TESTING
FOR FEV CUSTOMERS

The eDLP is the world’s largest and most advanced battery testing center.
Spread out over a total of 15,500 m2 – consisting of a hall covering 12,000
m2 of floor space and a building for abuse testing with an additional 3,500
m2 – the facility combines every conventional method and system for testing
modules and packs under one roof. When experienced experts at FEV were
planning the facility, their focus was on ensuring that its testing capacity
offered maximum flexibility and the highest possible efficiency. The workflow
at the eDLP is based on production processes in the automobile industry,
with receiving, preproduction, warehousing, testing, troubleshooting, supplies
and utilities, and a control room for centralized direction and monitoring
of testing operations. With a total of 69 test rigs (endurance, electrical performance, mechanics, environment, abuse), including the world’s largest
shaker capable of subjecting test items to 350 kN of force and holding up
to 1.7 metric tons of weight, as well as a separate wing for abuse testing, a
state-of-the-art security system and its own power supply, the eDLP is the
only such facility of its kind in the world. And that's not all. Considering the
rapid advancements in electric vehicles, the experts at the eDLP predict that
batteries could be used in automobile production differently in the future.
For example, these components may be built into the vehicle body. Some
testing systems, the shaker and the crusher, for example, have therefore
already been designed with possible expansion to cover the entire vehicle
in mind, that is, testing operations with significantly larger assemblies. This
concentrated infrastructure offers customers crucial advantages in terms of
time and cost because they can forgo the expenses for transporting items
between multiple testing facilities.

The benefits of industry expertise and experience
The eDLP is part of the FEV Group, which has been successfully assisting with
end-to-end battery development projects for automotive applications for
over 20 years. Using its frontloading approach to battery development, FEV
can minimize the time and effort that goes into the development process.
Key functions and safety features can be validated as early as the design
stage through a combination of virtual and real-world tests before design
and product validation and homologation even begin. The eDLP team not
only documents real test results during these early phases, but also makes
recommendations of design improvements for the next cycle of iterative
development. As the development process continues, the testing experts'
know-how flows into the areas of design for manufacturing (assembly and
production processes) and design for recycling (joining and separating the
materials used with a view toward sustainability). Every customer benefits
from the vast experience and knowledge gained from the multitude of FEV
projects.

All global testing standards,
plus customer requirements
At the eDLP, modules and packs can be tested and prepared for approval
according to every currently valid standard and statutory requirement, such
as those that apply in Europe, the US, and China. When European standards
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apply, the eDLP can also carry out homologation testing. The
most recent developments in standards and requirements in
the respective markets are monitored and incorporated into
the testing specifications. The eDLP team also runs individual
test profiles in accordance with customers’ specific instructions
or, at the customer’s request, will also create testing specifications. Where crash testing (high-speed tests on sled systems)
is called for, the eDLP relies on a network of proven partners.
To demonstrate its high standards of quality – especially with
regard to the reproducibility of battery tests – the eDLP plans
to undergo certification in accordance with DIN EN ISO 17025.

24/7 operation for maximum service
Around the clock, 7 days a week, 365 days a year, the eDLP always
has an expert team on site, ensuring that testing operations run
day and night. This guarantees a direct flow of information at
all times. Regardless of whether a test has been completed or
an error has occurred, the customer immediately receives a
report and can react with no time lost. With development cycles
getting shorter and shorter and the time allotted for testing
being constantly reduced, quick transmission of test results or
malfunctions is a decisive advantage. Customers also benefit from
the 24/7 operations at the eDLP indirectly. The model ensures
that testing capacity and equipment are utilized with maximum
efficiency. The is no downtime or waiting time, and immediate
troubleshooting and diagnosis allow valuable findings from failed
experiments to be promptly incorporated
into the development process.
FEV’s internal shift model is
based on the production
processes of automobile manufacturers.
It was developed especially for automo-

tive industry testing processes over the course of 13 years –
that is, since FEV Dauerlaufprüfzentrum GmbH (DLP), the FEV
Group’s cutting-edge testing center for all vehicle drive systems,
was founded. Now, it has been perfected for battery testing.

Real-time access to test benches
and a virtual tour
The option to log on to selected test benches in real time and
view the testing of their product live gives customers a real benefit
related to their ongoing projects. If an error occurs, the customer
can “guide” the FEV employee, so to speak, using VR goggles,
see the source of the error, or track it down. They also have the
option of being present live at the reporting after completion
of test runs, discussing the findings directly, and coordinating
solutions or other steps, all without wasting precious time.
For customers who want to familiarize themselves with and
experience the eDLP live but are unable to travel to Sandersdorf-Brehna and tour the facility in person, the team also offers
a virtual alternative. One member of staff will take his or her
visitors, attending by means of VR goggles, on a virtual tour of
the building and its test rigs, giving them a presentation on the
testing capacity as a whole or explaining the details of individual
components upon request.

Specialized troubleshooting expertise –
Even mobile
The eDLP provides unique benefits pertaining to time and costs in
the development process, thanks to the generous dimensions of
its workshops and labs for diagnosing test items. Once the tests
are completed, the modules or packs are expertly disassembled,
and visual inspections and measurements are performed and
documented. If they wish, clients can also attend remotely as
the procedure is carried out in real time. That way, malfunctions can be promptly localized and any necessary corrections
incorporated into the development process. The staff at the
eDLP also specializes in disassembling burnt modules and
batteries – taking every necessary precaution under
the guidelines for working on powered equipment –
performing risk assessments, and determining the
cause of the malfunction.
FEV customers can request this service separately, for instance after an accident
with a high-voltage battery, after
a test run in a lab that is
unable to perform troubleshooting itself, or
when an incident

has occurred at a production facility. A mobile task force of experts
resembling a group of flying doctors will then travel on short notice from
the eDLP to where they are needed to perform a diagnosis.

Centralized data administration
using proprietary FEV solutions
All the data is gathered by the eDLP’s control center, located in the middle
of the building. All test benches are controlled and data administered
from there. With every testing channel and test rig shown on two largescreen displays, the team constantly has an overview of the status of each
one, as indicated with the aid of a color code such as green (operating
with no errors) or blue (awaiting customer feedback). All data is linked to
innovative software systems, developed internally at FEV, for optimum
work and information flow. The MORPHEE® automation system and
FEVFLEX™ information management software “accompany” every test item
throughout the testing process with a barcode, collecting, documenting,
and managing all the testing and measurement data. When the two
systems were being designed, emphasis was placed on response time,
data security, 24/7 transparency, and verifiability with the aim of reducing
the overall time and effort that goes into development.

Powered by the sun for sustainable mobility
The eDLP facility is located in an industrial park of Sandersdorf-Brehna
and has an appropriately named address: Auf der Sonnenseite 1 (On
the Sunny Side of the Street 1). Its imposing roof, featuring solar panels
covering a total area of 12,000 m2, makes it easily recognizable from a
considerable distance. At peak times, they deliver 1,000 kWh of daily
output, ensuring sustainable power generation. The eDLP’s power supply station is designed to provide all 160 electric testing channels with
electricity for experiments connected in series and in parallel. At peak
load, as much as 4,800 A and 1,000 kW of power can be supplied to test
one battery by connecting multiple testing channels. Another unique
feature is the dynamic provision of energy, such as for pulse tests with
high and dynamic output of as much as 4,800 amps.

Logistics, storage, and proper disposal
After the test is completed, the eDLP assists its clients, if need be, with
complete arrangements for the return shipping of test items. The service includes packing in special transport containers, preparation of all
required paperwork, and commissioning a certified hazardous goods
shipping company. Test items, including modules and packs destroyed
when their cells burn, can also be kept in appropriately secured storage
rooms. Upon request, the team will also assume the responsibility of
battery disposal, which normally rests on the entity placing it on the
market under the Batteriegesetz (BattG – German Act on Marketing, Taking
Back and Environmentally Safe Disposal of Batteries). The experts at the
eDLP will ensure that the items are disposed of properly. They will also
be happy to prepare a certificate of destruction.
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